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Overview
● Review of opportunistic usage on OSG 
● Highlights from electrical engineering, 

neuroscience, evolutionary biology, 
genomics, medical science & more!

● Summary of the Virtual Organizations



Total Production (VO Summary)

This talk is about the 
opportunistic science 
filling the capacity 



VO Summary w/o ATLAS and CMS

About 28% of batch hours 
in the past year were not 
ATLAS or CMS 



Opportunistic



Opportunistic VO usage trends in 2016

N.B. Mu2e folded into Fermilab in March
Large ATLAS and CMS increases late in year:

Expected to continue





31 fields of 
science



by wall 
hour 
usage



diversity by discipline



diversity by 
institution



diversity by job scale

Usage by person
8,000,000 to 1 hrs



Science sampler
With apologies for the many projects we've not included.  Selection here was almost random, 
weighted heavily by materials supplied by speakers here.  



Science of Science







Large Scale Genomics
● FASTQ files are mapped to a 

reference genome and converted to 
a BAM alignment file. 

● BAM files can be mined for gene 
expression vectors that can be 
bundled into a gene expression 
matrix (GEM).

● GEMs are a stable data structure that 
can be mined for differentially 
expressed genes (DEGs) or used to 
construct Gene Co-expression 
Networks (GCNs)

Genomics

William Poehlman, Alex Feltus • Clemson University   ••  Stephen Ficklin, Washington State University
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Medical ScienceFunctional Neuroimaging

Don Krieger  •  University of Pittsburgh       



Medical ScienceFunctional Neuroimaging..

Don Krieger  •  University of Pittsburgh       

● Don Krieger has been working with 
TEAM TBI at the University of 
Pittsburgh
○ Targeted Evaluation, Action and 

Monitoring of Tramatic Brain Injury

● TEAM TBI investigates the complexity 
of brain injury, and how targeted 
interventional strategies may improve 
outcome and function. 



David Okonkwo, Jim Becker, Sue Beers, Mickey 
Collins, Anthony Kontos, Malcolm McNeil, Walt 
Schneider

TeamTBI Functional Neuroimaging



David Okonkwo, Jim Becker, Sue Beers, Mickey 
Collins, Anthony Kontos, Malcolm McNeil, Walt 
Schneider

Supported by:  Department of Defense, Open 
Science Grid (NSF,DOE), Extreme Computing 
Environment for Science and Engineering (NSF).

TeamTBI Functional Neuroimaging



We record the magnetoencephalogram (MEG) 
from an array of 306 magnetometers sampled at 
1 KHz typically for 30 minutes.
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We record the magnetoencephalogram (MEG) 
from an array of 306 magnetometers sampled at 
1 KHz typically for 30 minutes.

We utilize a unique deconvolution solver to 
identify and validate (p<10-12) each 
neuroelectric source within the brain with mm 
resolution.

TeamTBI Functional Neuroimaging

The solver requires about 40 core hours per second of data.
It typically yields about 500 simultaneously active sources for 
each 40 msec step through the data stream, i.e. 20,000,000+ 
sources from a single 30 minute recording session.



We record the magnetoencephalogram (MEG) 
from an array of 306 magnetometers sampled at 
1 KHz typically for 30 minutes.

We utilize a unique deconvolution solver to 
identify and validate (p<10-12) each 
neuroelectric source within the brain with mm 
resolution.

TeamTBI Functional Neuroimaging

The quantity and resolution of these measurements is 
unprecedented. 



In December, we gained access to the CamCAN 
lifespan normative cohort in collaboration with 
the University of Cambridge (UK).  These 
recordings were obtained from 628 volunteers 
ages 18-87.  
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In December, we gained access to the CamCAN 
lifespan normative cohort in collaboration with 
the University of Cambridge (UK).  These 
recordings were obtained from 628 volunteers 
ages 18-87.  

Processing has been completed on 100 
resting records using OSG including 
reserved glideins running on SDSC’s Comet 
and PSC’s Bridges.

TeamTBI Functional Neuroimaging



Consistent patterns of activation across 155 brain regions were 
identified from the CamCAN recordings with eigenvector analysis.
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Consistent patterns of activation across 155 brain regions were 
identified from the CamCAN recordings with eigenvector analysis.

The brain patterns found in MEG recordings from volunteers with 
history of head injury are sufficiently different to classify them
with 95% accuracy.

TeamTBI Functional Neuroimaging

One of these two brain patterns 
used to classify the cohorts is 
specific to depression, the other 
to somatization.  These are 
common symptoms of PTSD.



Large Scale Metagenomics.
Computational 

Biology

Jiang Shu  •  University of Nebraska Lincoln      
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Counterfactual Analysis.

● Economic analysis 
& public policy

● Considering "what 
if" scenarios in 
microeconomics

● Simulate 
firm/consumer 
behaviors

Economics

Fernando Luco  •  Texas A&M University   •  Project:DemandSC     



Counterfactual Analysis.. Economics

Fernando Luco  •  Texas A&M University   •  Project:DemandSC     



Simulating Source Coding.

● Data deluge - much 
of it mobile traffic

● Optical data  
compression

● Important for digital 
space and satellite 
communication & 
wireless data 
transmission

Engineering

Ahmad Golmohammadi   •  New Mexico State University   •  Project:SourceCoding     



Simulating Source Coding..

● Whole system 
simulations: 
transmitter, 
decoder, receiver & 
stochastic noise

● Data compression & 
reconstruction 
algorithms

Engineering

Ahmad Golmohammadi   •  New Mexico State University   •  Project:SourceCoding     



Simulating Source Coding...

● Sparse graphs can 
approach fundamental  
limits

● To verify the results, 
large Monte Carlo 
samples needed - "not 
possible without the 
OSG"

Engineering

Ahmad Golmohammadi   •  New Mexico State University   •  Project:SourceCoding     



Evolving Strategies for Life.
● Understanding 

evolution at molecular 
scale in DNA with 
combination of 
mathematical modeling 
and simulation

● How quickly does a 
genome fix a mutation?

● Role of randomness 
versus natural 
selection?

Evolutionary Biology

Oana Carja  •  University of Pennsylvania   •  Project:EvolSims     



Evolving Strategies for Life.. Evolutionary Biology

Oana Carja  •  University of Pennsylvania   •  Project:EvolSims     



Models of Prebiotic Evolution

● Protein first origin of life 
model

● Network of interacting 
molecules assumed to 
be polymers

● Perhaps solve Eigen's 
paradox (low 
probability of randomly 
constructing "starter 
gene")

Biophysics

Ben Intoy  •  University of Minnesota   •  Project:PreBioEvo    



Models of Prebiotic Evolution.. Biophysics

Ben Intoy  •  University of Minnesota   •  Project:PreBioEvo    



Protein Evolution Biophysics

Milo Lin  •  UT Southwestern   •  Project:EvProtDrug     

Understand the fundamental 
physical bottlenecks and dynamical 
behavior of protein evolution. 
Important questions include the 
extent of dominant pathways 
(convergent evolution) and phase 
transitions in evolutionary rates 
(punctuated equilibrium). These 
principals and their structural 
underpinnings can also be used to 
inform rational design of antibiotics 
that exploit bottlenecks in pathogen 
mutational response.



Analysis of Brain Rhythms Neuroscience

Scott Cole  •  UCSD   •  Project:NeurOscillation     



Analysis of Brain Rhythms.. Neuroscience

Scott Cole  •  UCSD   •  Project:NeurOscillation     



A FreeSurfer Workflow Service

● Widely used software 
suite for analysis of 
human brain MRI scans.  

● Neurophysiology of 
depression, examining 
possible anatomical 
differences involved in 
ADHD, and studying 
autism

Neuroscience

Suchandra Thapa  •  University of Chicago   •  Project:fsurf     



A FreeSurfer Workflow Service

● Working with Don 
Krieger (Pittsburgh) to 
develop an OSG-based 
execution service

● Uses Pegasus
● Handles "standard" 

transforms and user 
options

● To be released this 
week!

Neuroscience

Suchandra Thapa  •  University of Chicago   •  Project:fsurf     



VOs



VO Highlights: From the smallest scales...
MINOS+:
limits on 
LEDs

NOvA: Fermilab-based neutrino experiment

Mu2e: Lepton-flavor violation experiment
Nearly 60M opportunistic hours on OSG and counting

>500,000 in one day!



VO Highlights: From the smallest scales...

STAR: Heavy Ion PhysicsGlueX: probing exotic mesons predicted by LQCD



...to the largest...

Dark Energy Survey:
Discovery of dwarf planet-

Second-most distant known object in solar system
Techniques applied to ongoing Planet 9 search

Ice Cube: 
Neutrino Observatory, also sensitive to

extremely high energy cosmic rays



...the completed to the still in planning...

Infrared Processing and Analysis Center:
NASA’s archive for a host of IR/sub-mm 

astronomy missions, galaxy catalogs, Keck 
Observatory, and more!

LIGO India:
Additional detector will greatly

Improve localization of gravitational 
wave sources



...and working in all corners of the globe.

South Pole Telescope:
Microwave-millimeter 

telescope

VERITAS:
 4 12m Cerenkov telescopes for

gamma ray astromony: Arizona, USA

XENON1T:
Dark matter detector at Gran 

Sasso National Laboratory, Italy



And in space!

Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) mounted at the ISS
Photo credit: NASA



OSG User Support 

Emelie Mats Suchandra Rob

Dave

KenBala

Team

http://support.opensciencegrid.org/



User Support

Intro to HTC on OSG 
Connect in 
Synthesis Center 
tomorrow

Training



Thank you!





Extra slides
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Dark Energy Survey: Optical follow-up 
of gravitational wave triggers

Microboone:
 first results

MINOS+:
limits on 
LEDs


